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A B S T R A C T

The present study examined whether implicit measures of associations with snack foods and food consumer behaviour could be changed through a picture–picture evaluative conditioning procedure. In the experimental condition (n = 41), female participants completed a conditioning procedure in which pictures of snack foods were paired with images of negatively valenced female body shapes, and pictures of fruits were paired with images of positively valenced body shapes. In a control condition (n = 44), snack and fruit stimuli were randomly paired with positively and negatively valenced body shapes. Implicit measures of associations with high-fat snack foods were obtained by using a positive and a negative unipolar single category Implicit Association Test (sc-IAT). A virtual supermarket task was used to assess food consumer behaviour. Results indicated that participants in the experimental condition held a less positive association with high-fat foods on the positive sc-IAT and a more negative association with these foods on the negative sc-IAT as compared to control participants. Opposed to our hypothesis, no behavioural differences were found between the groups. These results imply that this form of associative learning can produce shifts in implicit measures of food evaluations, though behavioural effects were absent.

© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
& Schwartz, 1998). This procedure is based on the speed and accuracy of responding to visually presented stimuli. The IAT assesses associations between a target dimension (e.g., high-fat foods vs. low-fat foods) and an attribute dimension (e.g., positive vs. negative). The idea is that when a person holds a strong association between a target category (e.g., high-fat foods) and a certain attribute category (e.g., positive), responses will be faster and more accurate than when associations are weak. However, a potential problem with this particular food-IAT might be that some participants are reminded of their dietary goals, because both high and low-fat food stimuli are presented. Particularly the contrast between these two food categories may point out that high-fat foods are more unhealthy and low-fat foods more healthy (see Houben, Roefs, & Jansen, 2010). A related problem is that the IAT assesses relative associations. This implies that the food IAT can only reveal whether associations with high-fat foods are either more positive (than negative) or more negative (than positive) in comparison to low-fat foods.

Houben, Roefs, et al. (2010) tried to overcome these two problems by using two unipolar variants of the single category IAT (sc-IAT; Karpinski & Steinman, 2006). The sc-IAT is a non-relative measure in that it only uses a single target category (e.g., high-fat food) and that positive and negative associations are assessed separately (contrasted with a neutral category). Advantages include that an absolute measure of associations with high-fat foods can be obtained, that both positive and negative associations can be assessed, and that participants are likely not reminded of their dieting goal because the obviously healthier low-fat foods are not presented (Houben, Roefs, et al., 2010). To assess whether EC influences implicit measures of associations with high-fat foods, two unipolar variants of the sc-IAT were used in the present study: one that assesses positive associations, and one that assesses negative associations.

As EC has proven to influence drinking behaviour (Houben, Havermans, et al., 2010), it may also affect people's food consumer behaviour. Recently, Nederkoorn, Guerrieri, Havermans, Roefs, and Jansen (2009) developed a web-based supermarket task to measure food consumer behaviour. In this task, participants receive an imaginary budget to spend in a virtual supermarket. In doing so, food consumer behaviour (i.e., snack calories, non-snack calories, and total calories bought) is assessed. A second aim of the current study is to test whether the EC procedure is effective in altering food consumer behaviour as reflected in the virtual supermarket task.

In sum, the present study examined whether evaluative conditioning can alter implicit measures of food associations and food consumer behaviour. For participants in the experimental condition, the EC procedure paired high-fat snack-food items with negative USs and low-fat fruit items with positive USs. In the control condition, high-fat and low-fat food items were randomly associated with both positive and negative USs. Positively and negatively valenced body shapes were used as positive and negative USs respectively. A positive and negative unipolar high-fat sc-IAT and the virtual supermarket task (VST; Nederkoorn et al., 2009) were used to assess associations with high-fat foods and food consumer behaviour. It was hypothesised that, compared to participants in the control condition, those in the experimental condition would show increased negative and reduced positive implicit measures of associations with snack foods on the sc-IATs. Moreover, it was expected that participants in the experimental condition would buy fewer total calories, fewer snack calories and more fruit calories in the VST than participants in the control condition.

1. Method

1.1. Pilot study

In a pilot study, the valence of pictures of female body shapes was assessed. This was done to select the body shapes that are most positive and most negative to women. The most positively and most negatively rated body shapes were then used as USs in the main study's EC procedure.

1.1.1. Participants

Twenty female participants took part in the pilot study (age: M = 35.05, SD = 17.08; BMI: M = 22.92, SD = 2.94).

1.1.2. Materials and measures

Forty-eight images of females were selected from the internet. In selecting the images it was made sure that the woman's body was clearly visible and that a wide range of different bodies were presented. Also, variables like age, ethnicity, and hair and skin colour were varied. All images were edited using Adobe Photoshop CS3. The women were placed on a 25% grey background (192R, 192G, 192B), and all images were presented on a computer monitor in a unique random order for each participant. The participant indicated on visual analogue scales (VAS, 150 mm): (1) the attractiveness of the woman's body and (2) how much they would like to have that body. Afterwards, age, height, and weight of the participant were asked.

For the data-analysis, VAS scores were transformed to a scale from 0 to 100 in which higher scores reflect more positive evaluations of the image. Because the two items were highly correlated (r = .89, p < .01), scores on both VAS measures were averaged per image, yielding 48 mean scores (range 8.2–75.4). The images with the top six (M = 72.2, SD = 20.3) and bottom six (M = 12.3, SD = 11.5) mean scores were used in the main study. Overall, lean bodies were judged as more positive than were overweight bodies.

1.2. Main study

1.2.1. Participants

An advertisement posted in local supermarkets and on popular women's lifestyle websites invited female participants to participate in a study on eating behaviour. All participants were tested via the Internet (for a discussion of the validity of internet testing see Houben & Wiers, 2008). The study was approved by the ethical committee of the Faculty of Psychology and Neuroscience of Maastricht University, the Netherlands. Eighty-five female participants completed the study. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the two conditions. Age (experimental: M = 34.14, SD = 12.87; control: M = 34.23, SD = 13.49) and BMI (experimental: M = 24.14, SD = 6.64; control: M = 24.48, SD = 3.92) did not differ between the experimental and control group (age: t(83) = 0.18, p = .86; BMI: t(82) = 1.21, p = .23). As a compensation for participation, six iPods were raffled amongst the participants.

1.2.2. Materials

1.2.2.1. Evaluative conditioning. In a picture–picture evaluative conditioning task, a snack or fruit picture (the CS) was presented in one of four quadrants of the computer screen. Participants had to categorise the images by pressing one of two keys on the keyboard. To limit awareness of the study's purpose, the participant did not categorise them by fat content, but by spatial location. She was instructed to press the 'e-key' when the CS appeared in one of the two top quadrants and the 'i-key' when it appeared in one of the bottom quadrants. Next, a picture of a female's body shape (the US) briefly (400 ms) appeared in the same quadrant. This procedure was repeated for 144 trials with an inter-trial interval of 1500 ms. Of the 144 trials, 72 trials displayed snack CSs and 72 trials displayed fruit CSs. As there were twelve CSs (six snacks: chips, chocolate, cookies, French fries, hamburger, and pizza; and six fruits: apple, grapes, kiwi, ...
melon, raspberries, and strawberries) and twelve USs (six positively and six negatively valenced bodies), all stimuli were presented twelve times in the EC procedure. In the experimental condition, snack images were always paired with negatively valenced body shapes, whereas fruit images were always paired with positively valenced body shapes. For participants in the control condition the CS–US pairings were random so that both the snack and fruit stimuli were followed by pictures of positively valenced body shapes (50%) and negatively valenced body shapes (50%).

1.2.2.2. Positive and negative unipolar sc-IAT. Both sc-IATs consisted of three blocks. In the first block, categorization of attribute concepts (pleasant vs. neutral or unpleasant vs. neutral) was practised. The labels of the attribute categories were displayed in the left and right top corners of the screen. Attribute stimuli appeared in the centre and had to be categorised to one of the attribute categories by pressing either the ‘e-key’ (category in left top corner of the screen) or ‘i-key’ (category in right top corner of the screen).

We used similar attribute stimuli to those Houben, Roefs, et al. (2010) used in their study. In the positive sc-IAT, a positive attribute category (label: ‘pleasant’; six attribute stimuli: tasty, delicious, nice, delightful, heavenly, outstanding) was contrasted with a neutral attribute category (label ‘neutral’; six attribute stimuli: average, undefined, general, normal, usual, everyday). Whereas in the negative sc-IAT, a negative attribute category (label ‘unpleasant’; six attribute stimuli: tasteless, unsavoury, bad, nasty, awful, disgusting) was contrasted with the identical neutral attribute category.

In the second block the target category of ‘snacks’ was added. The same six snack images that were used as CSs in the EC task were used as target stimuli. The target category (label: ‘snack’) and the valenced attribute category were assigned to one response key, and the neutral attribute category to the other (e.g., ‘e-key’: snack + pleasant; ‘i-key’: neutral). The third block only differed from the second block in the reversal of the key-assignment for the target category. In this block the target category was now paired with the neutral, rather than the valenced attribute category (e.g., ‘e-key’: pleasant; ‘i-key’: snack + neutral).

Block 1 consisted of 24 practice trials. In blocks 2 and 3, 42 responses (30 target and 12 attribute stimuli) were assigned to one response key and 30 attribute responses to the other key, for a total of 72 trials. This 5:2:5 ratio was applied to keep the number of left and right responses fairly equal. Both the order of the second and the third block and the order in which the two sc-IATs were presented were balanced over participants.

1.2.2.3. Virtual supermarket task. In the virtual supermarket task (VST), the participant was given an imaginary budget of €15. With this budget she was asked to buy as much food and drinks she would need if she did not leave her house for one day. The virtual shop was organised in main categories (e.g., vegetables, fruits, etc.), sub-categories (e.g., fresh vegetables, canned vegetables, and frozen vegetables), and products (640 in total). After the participant confirmed that she had selected all she needed for the day, calories from snacks, calories from fruits, and total calories were calculated as the dependent variables.

1.2.2.4. Procedure. After giving her consent, the participant first completed the evaluative conditioning task (15 min). Second, a positive high-fat and a negative high-fat unipolar sc-IAT were performed in a balanced order (10 min each), after which the VST (10 min) was done. To check whether the participant was aware of CS–US contingencies in the EC procedure, an open-ended question at the end of the study asked if she perceived anything typical about the way in which the pictures were presented. Finally, age, height, and weight of the participant were asked.

2. Results

The data of three additional participants (experimental group), whose snack calorie purchase was more than three standard deviations above the mean, were discarded. The final sample consisted of 85 participants: 41 in the experimental condition and 44 in the control condition. To test whether the results differed between the two conditions, independent samples t-tests were used for both sc-IAT variants and the VST. Sc-IAT latencies under 300 ms (positive sc-IAT: 0.1%; negative sc-IAT: 0.1%) and over 3000 ms (positive sc-IAT: 1.6%; negative sc-IAT: 1.5%) were excluded from analyses (cf. Greenwald, Nosek, & Banaji, 2003). Sc-IAT effects were calculated by subtracting participant’s mean response latency on the valenced block from their mean response latency on the neutral block. So, higher scores on the sc-IATs imply more valenced associations with snack foods. Sc-IAT results are given in milliseconds.

2.1. Positive unipolar sc-IAT

On the positive sc-IAT, higher scores indicate faster performance for the ‘snack + positive’ block than for the ‘snack + neutral’ block, which means that higher scores imply more positive associations with snack foods. Results of the positive unipolar sc-IAT variant confirmed our predictions. Analyses revealed a significant difference between the two conditions, t(83) = 2.08, p = .04, d = .46. The sc-IAT effect was less positive in the experimental condition (M = −1.07, SD = 111.2) than in the control condition (M = 47.4, SD = 100.3). This difference indicates that participants in the experimental condition showed less positive associations with snack foods than those in the control condition.

2.2. Negative unipolar Sc-IAT

For the negative sc-IAT variant, higher scores indicate faster performance for the ‘snack + negative’ block than for the ‘snack + neutral’ block, which means that higher scores imply more negative associations with snack foods. Our hypothesis for this sc-IAT variant was also confirmed as the two conditions differed significantly, t(83) = 2.04, p = .04, d = .59. Participants in the experimental condition showed more negative associations with snack foods (M = 56.0, SD = 95.6) than did participants in the control condition (M = −7.87, SD = 119.7).

2.3. Virtual supermarket task

Analyses of the snack calories, fruit calories, and total calories yielded no significant differences between the two conditions (see Table 1). Participants in the experimental and control conditions bought similar numbers of calories from snack food, t(83) = 1.06, p = .29, and from fruits, t(83) = 0.02, p = .98. Also, the total number of calories that was bought was similar in both conditions, t(83) = 0.88, p = .38. See Table 1 for relevant means and SDs.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Experimental condition</th>
<th>Control condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calories from snacks</td>
<td>397 (717)</td>
<td>246 (595)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calories from fruit</td>
<td>224 (332)</td>
<td>222 (241)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total calories</td>
<td>4852 (2577)</td>
<td>5333 (2465)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.4. Contingency awareness

As indicated by the open-ended question, 15 participants in the experimental condition had become aware of specific CS-US contingencies. Further analysis showed no differences between contingency aware and contingency unaware participants on the main dependent variables: positive sc-IAT, \( t(39) = .02, p = .99 \), negative sc-IAT, \( t(39) = 1.49, p = .15 \), calories from snack food, \( t(39) = .87, p = .39 \), calories from fruits, \( t(39) = .65, p = .52 \), and total calories, \( t(39) = .80, p = .43 \).

3. Discussion

The present study examined the effect of a picture–picture evaluative conditioning procedure on implicit measures of associations with snack foods and on food consumer behaviour. In the experimental condition snack foods were paired with negatively valenced female body shapes, and fruits were paired with positively valenced body shapes. In the control condition snack and fruit stimuli were randomly paired with positively and negatively valenced body shapes. Generally, our pilot showed that lean bodies were rated positively and overweight bodies were rated negatively. This may have benefitted the EC procedure due to the stereotypical perspective that overweight people typically consume snack food, whilst lean people eat more fruits. After the EC procedure, participants in the experimental condition showed both reduced positive and increased negative associations with snack foods, as compared to participants in the control condition. Hence, pairing high-caloric snacks with negatively valenced body shapes and fruits with positively valenced body shapes can change women’s implicit measures of associations with snack foods.

This finding adds to similar earlier research by indicating that, in addition to explicit measures of affective evaluations (e.g., Dwyer, Jarratt, & Dick, 2007; Lascelles et al., 2003), implicit measures of affective evaluations with foods can also be altered by repeatedly showing food images paired with certain body shapes. These results also fit with findings by Hermans, Baeyens, Lamote, Spruyt, and Eelen (2005). Their study also showed implicit evaluative learning effects, though in their EC procedure food cues were paired with positive or negative odours rather than with pictures of body shapes.

Contingency awareness in the EC procedure of the current study (i.e., the knowledge that particular CS’s and US’s are paired) was assessed through an open-ended question. Despite the limitations of such a broad measurement (see Field, 2000), our results did not depend on contingency awareness, as no differences on the main dependent measures were observed between aware and unaware participants. In the past, EC has proven to be effective with (e.g., Fedoroff, Polivy, & Herman, 2003; Jansen & Van den Hout, 2001). As the shifts in implicit measures of food associations were found in a non-selected sample, it suggests that this form of conditioning could reduce positive associations with high-fat food in all females. Interestingly, however, equivocal empirical support exists for the notion that restrained eaters already hold more positive associations with high-caloric foods than do unrestrained eaters (for a review, see Roefs et al., 2011). Whereas some studies found more positive implicit measures of associations for high-caloric palatable food in restrained eaters (e.g., Hoefling & Strack, 2008; Houben, Roefs, et al., 2010), others found the opposite effect (e.g., Vartanian, Polivy, & Herman, 2004) or no difference between restrained and unrestrained eaters (e.g., Roefs, Herman, MacLeod, Smulders, & Jansen, 2005).

Although no effects on food choice when grocery shopping emerged in our study, the reduced positive associations with high-caloric foods after EC could still be of help in maintaining one’s diet. Future studies could for instance assess EC’s effect on more impulsive food choices like grabbing a snack on your way home from work, or having lunch in the school cafeteria. Also, the virtual supermarket task could be modified to make participants’ food choices more in line with their impulses. Impulsive decision making could be selectively enhanced by depleting the self’s regulatory resources (Strack & Deutsch, 2004). Adding boundary conditions like time restraint and/or cognitive load to the virtual supermarket task may therefore generate the desired effects and make participants in the experimental condition buy healthier products. To improve people’s dietary intake, future research should thus further investigate the impact of the shift in implicit measures of food evaluations on food consumer behaviour.

Two methodological limitations may have had an effect on the results of the present study. As noted earlier, the sc-IAT was used because with this procedure it is possible to assess associations with only one category, in the current study, high-fat foods. By not presenting the contrast between high-fat and low-fat food stimuli in the sc-IAT, dietary goals were expected not to be activated in participants during sc-IAT performance (Houben, Roefs, et al., 2010). Had we used a traditional IAT, contrasting high-fat and low-fat foods, then it may have been difficult to show a difference between the two EC conditions, as participants in the control condition may have been more negative...
about high-fat foods because of an activation of dietary goals during their IAT performance. However, our EC task did include the contrast category low-fat food (i.e., fruits) in both the experimental and the control conditions, possibly leading to the activation of dietary goals in this task. The inclusion of a contrast category was necessary in our EC task as it would have been difficult to have a good control condition if only high-fat foods and negatively valenced bodies had been included in the experimental condition. This would leave no possibility for a random pairing of CS and US as a control condition. Though we did find differences on our implicit measures, it may have been the cause of not finding differences on the behavioural measure. Even though there was some time delay between the EC task and our behavioural measure (i.e., the virtual supermarket task), the possible activation of dietary goals in the EC task may have influenced participants’ food consumer behaviour. A second limitation is that our findings cannot be fully generalised to the category of snack foods, as we used the same 6 stimuli in the EC task as in the sc-IAT. So, we do not know if the EC-effects would generalise if other stimuli representing the category of snack-foods had been used in the sc-IAT.

In sum, the evaluative conditioning procedure was found to successfully alter associations with high-fat foods in females. Although consumer behaviour as assessed in a virtual supermarket task was not affected, future research needs to include other measures of food consumption behaviour, preferably addressing more impulsive buying behaviour.
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